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who brought it in pails, pots, cans, and barrels; thus the 
whole army of wagons arrived safely at Eger, where on the 
20th of June more than 140 Saxon locomotives and thousands 
of wagons were stationed. 

The Prussian expedition, which left Zwickau a day later, 
soon found that the trains had succe8�fully escaped. The 
men who imperiled their lives by taking care of the railroad 
property deserve our admiration as much as the bravest 
soldiers on the field of battle. 

The fleeing masses have since returned and have brought 
the much-desired peace with them. All the dams thrown 
across the track have again been levelled. May the dams 
thrown across the road of civilization be al�o. removed and 
levelled, and, if possible, by the agency of the locomotive 
which unites all nations more completely and better than all 
the cannon, orations, and banquets of theworld.-Gartenlaube, 
Leiplfic. 

--------� ... -.. ---------

A METH;OD OF CONTROLLING THE PRODUCTS OF THE 
BESSEMER PROCESS. 

PBEPAnED FOE TIlE SCIENTIFIC AMERIOU BY DR. ADOLPH SOHMIDT. 

(Concluded from Page 186.) 

The regular practice of the three trials above described, 
after each Bessemer charge, will enable the manager of the 
process to compare the phenomena observed during its course 
with the results obtained, and thereby to acquire very soon a 
far more exact practical and theoretical know ledge of the pro. 
cess, and much greater certainty in conducting it than would 
be possible without the testing. But to extend this certainty 
to the subsequent working or selling of the raw metal, and 
to give to this experience a high practical worth for the Bes· 
semer trade, well-determined exterior signs ar� necessary, 
which may prevent the ingots from being sold or used for 
other purposes 1;han they are adapted for. To this end all the 
metal resulting from the process must be divided into a cer 
tain nUlllber of classEls, the metal of each charge must be ad
judged according to the resnlts of the three testing operations 
described, to one of these classes, and the ingots of the charge 
must be marked with numbers or other exterior signs, indi
cating the class to which they belong. As the testing oper· 
ations are made after the casting of the small ingot, without 
delay, and can be done in little more than half an hour, the 
large ingots of the same charge will still be hot and soft after 
the trial has been made, and the numbf>r decided upon, can 
easily be stamped upon each of them. The numbers should 
also be marked in a charge journal, kept regularly, and giv. 
ing an account of the raw material, the more impfilrtant phe
nomena, Rnd the results of the charge. 

According to experience in the Austrian Bessemer works 
I believe that the most convenient division of the Bessemer 
products will be in five classes or nUlllbers whose characteris
tics I will endeavor to give in the following statement: 

Number I. is the hardest kind of Bessemer metal. and re
sembles the harder kinds of cast steel in common with which 
it requires to be forged at a certain and carefully chosen tem
perature. This temperature is indicated by a not too bright 
yellow color in the heating furnace and metal. If the tem
perature is raised to a bright yellow or lowered to a light red, 
this hard kind of Bessemer steel will break in being forged 
or bent. Having, from its chemical composition and molecu
lar structure, a natural tendency to hardness, it is capable of 
being hardened to a very high degree, so as to be useful for 
the manufacture of turning chisels, small files and surgical in
struments. It can, when hardened, be bent but a little with
out breaking, and exhibits a very perfect elasticity returning 
energetically to its shapo after being bent. Its fraoture is 
slightly conchoidal and smooth, the grains being too small to 
be distinguished by the eye; color, a very light gray. It con· 
tains chemically about 1 per cent of carbon. On being tested 
as to its tensile strength, it extends not more than 5 per cent 
of its original length, and breaks under a strain of 125,000 to 
150,000 Ibs. to the square inch of sectional area. 

Number II. has similar qualities with No. I., though less 
sharply pronounced. It is equally a. true steel, and can be 
used for making chisels, larger files, axes and even scythes if 

the general quality of the metal is very good. It will also do 
good service as head plates for rails. Entire rails made of this 
number, though resisting very well, would be too liable to 
break. It allows greater differences of temperature in being 
forged,not cracking or breaking in a moderate or in a bright 
yellow heat. It is generally softer than No. I., but hardens 
perfectly well, and cannot then be bent durably to any consid· 
erable extent. Though its elasticity is nearly as perfect as that 
of No. I. its elastic force is remarkably less. Its fracture is 
less smooth, showing the granular structure more distinctly, 
and presents no conchoidal but an even surface. It contains 
about � per cent of carbon, and has a tensile strength of 
100,000 to 150,000 pounds per square inch, with a correspond. 
ing extension of 15 to 5 per cent; the extension being the 
smaller, the greater the strength. 

Number III. has still steel-like qualities in a remarkable de
gree, but cannot be considered as a true steel. It resembles 
in its properties the ordinary kinds of puddled steel. It is 
the best material for tires, being hard enough to resist im
vressions from the rails, soft enough not to injure them, and 
tough enough not to break. It can also be used and do good 
eervice as head plates of rail piles and for rolling entire rails. 
It is much less sensitive in regard to temperatures than the 
runner, and can, if it is of a good quality in general, be forged 
and bent without cracking at all temperatures between bright 
red and welding heat. It can be hardened, though not as 
easily or perfectly as the former numbers. Its elasticity is 
much less perfect, and it does not quite reSUllle its original 
form after bending when hardened. It cannot however be 
bent considerably in this condition. Its frneturo is even but 
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of a darker color and larger grain; the single grains can be 
seen in the structure with the eye. It contains about t per 
cent of carbon, and has a tensile strength of 80,000 to 100,000 
Ibs. per square inch, extending at the same time between 20 
and 15 per cent of its original length before breaking. 

Number IV. has scarcely any qualities of steel, and had 
better be considered as a hard kind of wrought iron, having 
a somewhat steel-like, grainy structure and appearance. It 
can be forged and bent at all temperatures down to a pretty 
dark red. It does not get much harder by being heated and 
cooled in water, and can be bent, after cooling, to an angle of 
about 150°. When broken slowly the surface of its fracture 
is grainy, uneven and often partially fibrous. It resembles in 
its appearance and qualities what is called in Germany" Fein 
korn," i. e., fine grain iron, which is man ufacturedin puddling 
furnaces by a process similar to steel puddling and is chiefly 
Ulled for head plates of rail piles. 

vania; next, the first principal of the Central High School of 
Philadelphia, being transferred to the chair of Natural Phil
osophy and Chemistry in the UnivGrsity; traveTed in Europe 
in behalf of Girard College, and presided over that institution 
from 1843 to 1S53, when he was appointed to the great work 
of his life, as Superintendent of the Coast Survey. Of this 
work nothing could be more fitly spoken than the official 
tribute from the Secretary of the Treasury, Hon. Hl!-gh 
McCullough : 

Under his direction that great national work has been em
inent, no less for its abundant results than for its high seien
tifie charaeter. which has won the approbation of the 
leading learned bodies of the world, among whom his name 
has long been held in honor. 

The Bessemer metal No. IV. will also suit that purpose, but 
it will also prove an excellent material for rolling entire rails, 
and its softer varieties make good boiler-plates. Harder kinds 
of the metal have been tried for making boiler plates, but did 
not stand the change of temperature well enough. Number 
IV., contains about i per cent of carbon. It breaks at a charge 
of 70,000 to 80,000 Ibs. per square inch, extending before the 
rupture between 25 and 20 per cent. 

That the deceased Superintendent had become illustrious 
in Ameriea and in Europe is due to the steady devotion of 
his great talen ts to the serviee of the people. His genial dis
position attracted the love of associates and of subordinates; 
his wisdom eommanded their respect. He leaves us a name 
of unsullied purity, and a memory that adds lustre to the 
many publie reeords upon which it is borne. 

Number V. stands very near real wrought iron, being how
ever generally less fibrous in structure and less soft than the 
purest kinds of the latter. It is more difficult to work or 
bend, and has a higher degree of tenacity than ordinary 
wrought iron. When manufactured with care and from very 
pure pig iron, it will replace wrought iron in a great many 
instances. Compared with the preceding numbers it is a very 
soft and tough material. It can be hammered and bent with
out breaking at all temperatures from 40° up to 3,600°. It 
cannot be hardened, but will bend to an angle of 90° and 
more, after having been heated and cooled in water. Its frac
ture is partly fibrous and partly grainy, with large dark-col
ored grains. It welds very perfectly, though not always quite 
as easily as wrought iron, and greater care has therefore to be 
taken in the operations with this material than is required in 
welding common wrought iron. 

It contains only about 0'05 per cent of carbon. The tensile 
strength or tenacity is between 60,000 and 70,000 Ibs. per 
square inch, and it extends before breaking from 30 to 25 per 
cent of its original length. It is an excellent material for the 
manufacture of boiler plates, car and locomotive axles, and 
large forgings of all descriptions. 

It has heen observed at the Bessemer works of Neuberg, in 
the Austrian province of Steria, where most of these observ
ations have been made, that if the process is interrupted ex
actly at the moment which is the easiest to recognize, when 
the flame begins at last to diminish in brightness and to flick
er, before it shortens remarkably, No. V. will be obtained with
out any addition of Spiegel or pig iron. But if molten pig 
iron is added, the resulting metal will, by the addition of 
every 3 per cent, become one number harder, so that 12 per 
cent is necessary for producing No. I., after a good and reg
ular charge. This may however be different with different 
materials, and must be determined by special experience with 
each kind of pig iron. 

If we compare the condition of the Bessemer trade in Aus
tria-where Bessemer metal is already used 'in the place of 
cast-steel, as well as of wrought iron, and where, for instance, 
locomoti ves are made in nearly all their parts of the different 
kinds of the metal-with the condition of the same trade in 
England, where the manufacturers are not yet able to furnish 
rails and tires of a quite reliable quality, and where the metal 
has till now but a very low credit for all other purposes, the 
great practical value of the method above described will be
come apparent. For the difference in the purity of the pig 
iron used in these two countries is not considerable enough 
to account for this great difference of public confidence in the 
products of the process, and the superiority of the German 
Bessemer industry, in this respect, must chiefly be ascribed to 
the more careful and scientific manner in which the process is 
there conducted. 

.. _ .. 

THE LATE ALEXANDER DALLAS BACHE. 

Dr. Franklin, justly reverenced as one of the fathers of 
modern science, hal! been fortunate likewise in his other pos
terity. His only daughter, Mrs. Richard Bache, was worthy of 
her parentage, in intelligence, force of character, and devoted 
patriotism, and transmitted to posterity the intellectual rank, 
the personal virtues and even the scientific bent of her illus
trious progenitor. Her son, Benj. Franklin Bache, was a n  
able journalist, and her grandson, Alexander Dallas Bache, 
has just died, ripe in years and honors, leaving a name already 
long claimed by the scientific world as its own. The names 
of FRANKLIN and BACHE will thus be associated in the records of 
science and in the regard of mankind. The first Bach e from En· 
gland (Richard) the Bon-in-law of Franklin, also bore an honora
ble part in the history of hie adopted country, having been presi. 
dent of the republican society of Philadelphia at the begin
ning of the Revolu tion, and Postmaster General of the United 
States during the war. Philadelphia, rich in historic honors, 
shares in the same happy association, having been the resi
dence of all and the birthplace of the latter two, of this noble 
line. 

Prof. Bache was born in Philadelphia, on the 19th of July, 
1806. He graduated at West Point, in 1825, at the age of 19, 
at the head of his class-never having received a mark of de· 
merit-was commissioned a lieutenant of topographical' en
gineers, and remained for one year at West Point as assistant 
professor. From twenty·one years of age to thirty-five, he 
was profe�sor of mathematics in the University of Pennsyl-
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All remember the many testimonies to the vital importance of 
the results of the Coast Survey, which are bound up with the 
exploits of our navy in the late civil war, at Port Royal, New 
Orleans, Charleston, Savannah, Mobile, Fort Fishllr, etc. 
Every topographical datum required for successful approach 
and attack in those waters, had been placed by that means 
in the hands of our naval and military commanders, and it is 
not too much to say that the Coast Survey was one of those 
leading providential preparations without any one of which 
the failure of the war would have been morally inevitable. 

Prof. Bache's long and final illness was softening of the 
brain, and he died at Newport, R. I., on the 17th of February, 
in his 61st year. 

Prof. Agassiz, in his lecture on Thursday evening, remarked 
that the Coast Survey of the United States is the most per· 
fect coast survey ever made in the world, and that it is the 
work of Bache in its perfection. He had the talent to apply 
to practical purposes the most advanced resulte of science, 
and to make his practical work c�mtribute to the progress of 
science, in a manner which has advanced geography in Amer
ica far beyond what it is anywJ:ere else. 

----- .... _ .. -----

GLEANINGS FROM THE POLYTECHNIC ASSOCIATION. 

The regular meeting of this branch of the American in
stitute, was held on Thursday evening, February 14th, Prof. 
Tillman presiding. 

The President read. as his usual summary of scientific items 
a condensed statement of the seventeen principal points 
proved in a course of lectures on chemical and dynamical ge
ology, delivered by Dr. T. Sterwy Hunt, F. R. S., before the 
Lowell Institute of Boston. 

A VOICELESS DUCK. 
Dr. Rowell exhibited to the society the throat of an unfor

tunate duck, which when living was incapable of utte�ing 
any sound owing to the enlargement of the bronchial tubes. 
The case was brought forward as an illustration of his theory, 
that in the larynx there reside organs of speech, which if once 
destroyed are never renewed. 

BEET SUGAR. 
The discussion on this subject was resumed. Mr. Grant be

lieved it clearly proven that beet sugar can be made here 
cheaper than cane sugar imported from Cuba. Minnesota, he 
considered to be the state most favorable for its production 
and manufacture. The soil of New Jersey is also admirably 
suited but the high value of land is a serious objection to its 
being profitably grown. More sugar is produced from beets 
than from equal quantities of cane. The usual product of 
cane sugar in Cuba is. 1700 Ibs. to the acre, but in Illinois 
there is no difficulty in raising beets that will yield 2000 Ibs. 
to the acre. 

The climate required for raising beets is the vory opposite 
of that necessary for the successful cultivation of the cane, the 
colder latitudes being more favorable than hot or tropical 
ones. After some further discussion the meeting adjourned 
having selected "Bridge Building" as the subjectfor the next 
meeting. 

The able article on beet sugar cultivation, read by Dr . 
Hirsh before this body a few evenings since, we have been 
permitted to use, and a portion of it appeared in our last 
issue. The crowded state of our columns necessitates de
ferring the remainder until next week, when the second and 
concluding article wi ll be published. 

--------� .. -.. �--------

Produetion or Natural Colors by Photo:rraphy. 
M. Niepce de St. Victor has recently communicated to the 

French Academie des Scienced the results of his latest re
searches, having for object to obtain and flx the colors of na
ture by means of photography. His paper is full of very im· 
portant, new and interesting facts, proving that the fixation 
of natural colors on the ptotographic tablet as a practicable 
and available result, which for a long time has been consid
ered as a dream, is not perhaps so far from being fully real
ized-not as a mere scientific experiment, but as the comple. 
tion of the splendid discovery of photography. 

The process of M. Niepce de St. Victor may be shortly de· 
scribed as follows :-The silver plate must first be chlorurued, 
and then dipped into a bath containing fifty centigrammes of 
an alcoholic solution of soda for every 100 grammes of water, 
to which a small quantity of chloride of sodium is then add. 
ed. The temperature of the bath is raised to about Eixty de
grees centigrade, and the plate is only left in for a few sec· 
onds, the liquid being stirred all the time. The plate being 
taken out, it is rinsed in water and then warmed until it ac
quires a bluish-violet hue, which is probably produced by the 
reduction of a small quantity of chloride of silver. The plat e 
is now coated with a varnish composed of dextrine and chlor 
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ide of lead. In this way all the colors of the original, includ
ing white or black of more or less intensity, are reproduced, 
according as the plate has been prepared, and as the blacks of 
the copy are either dull or brUliant. The reduction of the 
chloride should not be too great, because otherwise nothing 
but pure black or pure white could be obtained; and in order 
to avoid this inconvenience a little chloride of sodium is add
ed to the soda bath. A few drops of ammonia will produce 
the same effect. By this process a colored drawing, represent
ing a French guardsman, was reproduced by M. Niepce, with 
the exception of one of the black gaiters, which he had cut 
out and replaced with white paper. The black hat and the 
other gaiter produced a strong impression on the plate, while 
the white gaiter was perfectly reproduced in white. Much 
more intense blacks may be obtained by previously reducing 
the stratum of chloride of silver by the action of light; but 
then all the other colors lose their brilliancy in proportion. 

This production of black and white is a considerable step 
in heliochomy. It is a most curious and interesting fact, for 
it would prove that black is not entirely the absence of light, 
but is a color of itself, producing its own effects, as well as 
the other colors. This was illustrated by the experiment 
made at the suggestion of M. Chevreul, the celebrated mem
ber of the Academie des Sciences, whose known researches 
on the contrast and effect of colors are so instructive and inter
esting. Accordingly, Mr .Niepce tried to represent on his plate 
the black produced by the absence of light in a hollow tube. 
But the hole produced no effect, or rather it was negative, 
which is not the case when the black of natural objects, rep
resented in a colored picture reflects its own tint, or, if we 
may say so, its own xays-endowed, it would appear, like all 
the others, with chemical action, for the apparent reason that 
the hole could not reflect any rays, and its blackness is the result 
only of the absence of all rays. The same thing may be said 
of the white, but less extraordinarily; for the white being 
the result of all the rays of light united, it may be more easi
ly understood that the chemical action of the white would be 
the compound result of the various rays of which it is com
posed, and that result is the same as that which gives us the 
sensation of whit-e. Certainly the reproduction of black and 
white by M. Niepce de St. Victor is a most extraordinary fact 
unfolded by his beautiful discovery, and perhaps more surpris
ing than the reproduction of all the colors themselves. 

It is not possible at present to foresee all the consequences 
of the researches of M. Neipce de St. Victor. It may be the 
seed that in the field of science will, by proper cultivation, 
grow into a gigantic tree, from which time will probably reap 
the most nutritious and wonderful fruits.-British JlYUrnal of 

THE GEYSERS OF NEVADA.-About twenty miles from Car
son City, Nevada, are some remarkable mineral springs called 
Steamboat Springs, from the noise they make, which sounds' 
like several steamers discharging steam. These springs cov
er an area of about three acres. The water is boiling hot, 
and the escaping steam can be seen for several miles before 
suurise, and the atmosphere in the vicinity is filled with the 
smell of sulphur. There are crevices in the rocks where the 
water can be seen boilimg at a depth of thirty feet. There 
is also a spring which is called Breathing Spring. It is 
shaped much like a well. The water recedes to the depth of 
ten or twelve feet, and remains calm for five minutes, and 
then commences to boil, and rises until it shoots into the 
air above ten feet, and in five minutes it begins to recede.-Ex. 

BLEACHING PROCESS OF MOTHAY AND RousSEAU.-The ar
ticle to be bleached is immersed in a solution of perman
ganate of soda, which has been rendered slightly acid, and is 
stirred about for a few minutes, with a glass rod. It is then 
plunged into a solution of sulphurous acid, which removes 
the violet brown oxide of manganese deposited upon it in the 
first bath. After the successive immersions in the two fluids 
have been repeated two or three times it is found to be 
beautifully white, without its fibers being the least impaired 
in strength. In this, as in all the processes which have been 
used for bleaching, oxygen is the agent which destroys the 
coloring matters; but is here applied in the form of ozone, 
which is disengaged from the permanganate by the organic 
matters. 

THE LATEST METEORIC THEORY is that of M. Fonvielle 
who, on the supposition tlmt innumerable meteoric bodies 
circUlate throughout the interplanetary spaces, concludes 
that each planet in the course of ages, has hollowed for itself 
a path among those flying meteoric masses, attracting all 
within the reach of its gravitation; but from periodical in
eq uali ties in its orbit, it attracts at times other meteoric 
masses which had before escaped its attractive power. Le 
Verrier demonstrated many years ago, by mathematical cal
culation, the exi�tence of several belts of such meteoric 
masses moving in orbits like the planets. This shows that 
the strained hypothesis of a path created and maintained by 
planetary revolution, is unnecessary. The paths are ready 
made. 

THE NARCOTIC SPRAY ANAESTHETHIC wins great favor 
among dentists and surgeons, and promises to be a most 
be

.
ne�cent substitute for the injurious and dangerous ap

pllcatlOn of chloroform and nitrous oxide. The part to be 
operated on is subjected to a jet of the spray until celd 
en?ugh to be insensible, the process involving but slight 
pam. Numerous practitioners in Europe and America re
port enthusiastically of the success of the agent and the 
harmless se!fUClae in all sorts of operations. 

J timtifit �tutritnu. 
TURN-TABLE CASEMATES. -For working heavy guns in case

mates, so as to obtain a range of fire in as many directions as 
possible, a novel system invented by Capt. Robt. F. Scott, 
R. N. , is to be applied on H. M. S. HercuMs. A turn-table 
similar in effect to that used for locomotives is made to 
carry the whole weight of the gun, when required, and is 
laid with a segment of the curved track or way upon which 
the gun is swung. A number of these cUl'ved ways, each 
radial to the turn-table, are adjusted so as to carry the gun 
into the various positions desired, to either side of the case
mate, pointing forward, aft, etc. By adjusting the turn-table 
track to either of these ways, the gun is swung on or off 
that particular track, and its whole direction changed. 

MORE" SOCIAL SCIENCE. "-M. Jean Dollfus, a large manu
facturer in France, finding upon invElstIgation that the 
women employed in his factories lost 40 per cent of their 
children in the first year, whereas the average mortality at 
that age in France is only 18, determined, with a princely 
philanthropy, to go to the root of the evil by paying every 
recent mother six weeks' wages, without work. The result 
has been the reduction of infant mortality in the diatrict from 
40 to 25 per cent in three years. Other manufacturers have 
introduced a similar plan, by inducing the employees to con
tribute to a fund. The subject is of importance everywhere, 
and some provision of the kind is den:ianded by humanity 
both for mothers and children. 

EARTHQUAKE.-Two shocks were felt at Fort Klamath, Ore
gon, on the 8th of January, with an interval of half an hour. 
The first was slight, but the second was violent, lasting two 
or three minutes and breaking all the glass at the post. The 
tall pines around the fort, says an eye witness, seemed lash
ing themselves into fury. The wagons in front of the stable 
were engaged in a pitch battle; horses and cattle lying 
crouched upon the ground, uttering most pitifUl moans. The 
sutler's �tore was thrown about 20 feet from its former posi
tion. It. is supposed that a volcano had broken loose near 
the Klamath marsh, as a continuous dark volume of smoke is 
seen ascending in that direction. 

LOWER CALIFORNIA.-The geological and topographical 
survey of the peninsula by J. Ross Browne, for the Lower 
California Land Company of New York, will soon be com
menced; the party being probably an the ground ere this. 
Mr. Browne proposes to visit the shores and islands, with a 
view to determining upon a suitable location for the nucleus 
of a colony, as well as to make an examination of the pro
ducts and resources, including gold, silver, copper and other 
mines, fisheries, pearls, salt beds, fruit, wine, guano, etc. 
There is little doubt that this great domain will in no long 
period become a part of the United States. 
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ELECTRIC" FLUID" OR ELECTRIC FORCE ?-The later discus
sions tend toward the theory that a conductor of electricity is 
a medium for the transmission of a force or effect, rather than 
a channel for the locomotion of an agent. In this direction 
there is a chanoe for discovering the physical properties which 
render conducting substances susceptible to electric force, and 
those which disqualify others. 

-----

NOT PATENTABLE.-An ingenious if not practical person 
lately applied (not through the Scientific American Agency) 
for a patent on an invention designed to render spirits pal
pable to the sAnses, by means of some fancied attenuation of 
light and air in a closed room. The commissioner couldn't 
see it. 

THE GREAT LAKEs.-The elevation of the surface of Lake 
Superior above the sea is six hundred feet, that of the other 
upper lakes 578 feet, yet their great depth places their beds 
except that of Lake Erie, below the surface of the ocean. 
These immense reservoirs, Lake Ontario included, contain 
nearly one half of the known fresh water on the globe. 

TJ[E costliest watch that was ever made is said to have' 
been one which was constructed in 1844 for the Sultan AbdUl 
Medjid, who must have found it rather inconvenient, since it 
was five inches in diameter, and struckthe hours and quarters 
on wires, with a sound resembling that of a powerful cathedral 
clock. It COit 1,200 guineas. 

----

Tl'IE Am TREATMENT.-M. Boisson has introduced a method 
of treating superficial wounds by a jet of air from the com
mon bellows, immediately forming a dried film over the ex
posed flesh, beneath which healing is greatly facilitated and 
other obvious advantages secured. Burns which have re
moved the skin may be treated advantageously in this way. 

SHEEP vV ASHING. -Great pains are taken in cleansing wool 
before shearing in Germany. In Hungary the sheep are first 
s@ake.a and rubbed in vats of very warm water with potash. 
After cooling, they are showered as forcibly as possible with 
cool water until the wool is white, and are then kept in a 
clean and warm shelter until dry for shearing. 

THE quantity of atmospheric electricity at noon, is much 
greater in winter than in summer, the relation being about 
ten to one. This augmentation of electric force proceeds in a 
manner almost parallel with the number of days of frost or 
fog, and inversely as the number of days of thunder, elevation 
of temperature, and actinic power. 

M. QUETELET says that careful observations have convinced 
him that a plant developes much more rapidly during a mean 
temperature, when this temperature varies, then when it is 
uniform, provided that it does not fall below freezing point. 
HI! is also of opinion thai the effect produced is equal to the 
square of the temperature. 

SPONTANEOU� CoMBUSTIoN.-Some of the penalties which ____ _ 

Nature inflicts upon vice of different kinds, are as horrible CHARCOAL has been tried in fattening fowls, with marked 
as anything ever imagined of infernal retributions. A well- advantage: the difference in weight produced, amounting to 
authenticated case of spontaneous combustion occurred in fifteen or twenty per cent, besides a decided advantage in 
Columbus, Ind. , on the 15th ult. Andrew Nolte, a German, tenderness and flavor. The (lharcoal was pulverized and 
very intemperate in his habits, was found dead in his shop, mixed with the food, about a gill daily to one turkey, and 
his lips entirely burned away, leaving a ghastly hole, his also left free on the ground. 
tongue charred to a crisp. His nose was also burned, as if by 

-----

fire coming out of his nostrils, and his clothes were still 
IMPROVED STEEL MASTS.-This is the latest application 0 f 

burning when found. No other part of his body save the air 
the Be!semer product: Bubstituting much lighter and slen 
derer tubes of steel, for the wrought iron article which had 

passages was burned. 
. already been applied to some extent in the British navy in 

Is NITRO-GLYCERIN POISONOUS ?-An inquiring German has place of" sticks." The new mast is strengthened by trans 
been trying nitro-glycerin internally, not for blasting, but to veNe longitudinal plates. 
ascertain whether it is poisonous. In large doses it caused 
death in animals, acting chiefly on the brain. The experi
menter, getting accidentally more than he meant to, suffered 
pretty severely from headache, giddiness and partial lo�s of 
consciousness, but experienced no very alarming symptoms. 
Externally, it produced no effect whatever. Hence he con
cluded that it is a safe article to handle, so long as it does not 

M. GANZ, of Of en, in Hungary, coat! the interior of his 
molds, which should be of iron, with a paste of finely-pow
d@red antimony and alcohol and then dries them at a tem
perature of 100 deg. cent. The iron castings are thus covered 
with lin extremely hard coating of the alloy of antimoDy and 
iron. 

explode. SUBMARINE PHOTOGRAPHY.-M. Bazin has obtained clear 

FRUIT TREES, says a correspondent, should be allowed to 
iI'Ilbmarine photograms at a depth of 300 feet, in his diving 

shoot out their branches near the ground, protecting the 
&tu.dio, by means of the electric light thrown through water

trunk and the soil from changes of temperature and loss of 
t� lens windows upon the objects to be photographed. 

moisture. He thinks that Providence never meant fruit to 
fie Talue of this invention in submarine surveying is obvious. 

grow out of reach. He is right. We have seen the experi
ment tried, and it has been found that apple trees, especially, 
bear better when the top brancaes are cut away, and the 
limbs permitted to grow lower down on the trunk. 

A NEW MODIFICATION OF PHOTOGRAPHY.-It has been sug
gested that the interior and exterior parts of complex objects, 
such as an instrument or a bodily organ, may be represent
ed in their actual positions, by first photographing the exte
rior part, and before the image has been strongly impressed, 
substituting upon the camera the inner part. The latter 
will appear in the picture as behind or inclosed in a transpar
ent image of the former. 

-----

IF the current of sparks of an induction coil be passed 
through the luminous flame of gas or of a candle, no alteration 
is seen in the flame, excepting that in the path of the sparks 
the flame is intensely luminous. If, however the fiame be 
examined by means of the rotating mirror, it is fOUDd that 
the flame is always extinguished above during the passage of 
an individual spark. The part below the �park is constant 
and steady. 

DISTILLATION OF PERFDMES.-It has recently been dis
covered in France that sulphuret of carbon is the best 
solvent of the essential oils of flowers. The sulphuret pene
trates into the substance of the petals, expels. the water, and 
when charged sufficiently with th e esseptial oil, is evaporated. 
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As a result of the late strike in the iron trade, a scheme 
has been started at Darlington, which appears to have the 
Bal'lciion of the iron-workers of the district, and is principally 
under their management, to erect rolling mills on the cQ-oper
ative principle. 

THE Orontes, iron troop-ship, which is paid over below the 
water line with the Admiralty, or Hay's, anti-fouling compo
sition, and has been eight months out of dock, is found to be 
almost as clean on her bottom as when she left the dock. 

ITALY VB. ENGLAND.-An Italian house has carried off an 

enormous contract for basin, docks, factories and other works 
conJiected with the enlargement of the Chatham (Eng.) dock 
yard, over the heads of the English bidders. 

A MISSOURI blacksmith has prepared a horse ahoe for the 
Paris Exhibition, made of raw ore from Iron Mountain. Half 
the ehoe is finished, and the other half shows the ore as it is 
dug from the mine. 

THE FAMINE IN INDIA.-1,000,000 people, or one sixth of the 
population, have been destroyed by the great famine of 1866 
in all. area af country not larger than England and w' ales. 

THE LARGEST ROOF IN THE WORLD is at St. Petersburg. It 
is a single arch of iron, covering a room 650 by 150 feet, which 
is wied for military purposes, balls, etc. 
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